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Abstract--A generalization of Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation is presented in the paper. It is 
shown that, if disturbances satisfy a sort of generalized law of large numbers then an appropriate 
stochastic approximation procedure converges almost surely or only in probability, depending on what 
kind of law of large numbers (strong or weak) is satisfied by disturbances. In that sense theorems presented 
in the paper generalize Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation schemes, because the law of large 
numbers can be satisfied, as is well-known, by sequences of dependent random variables. 
On the other hand, as theorem of Gladishev (a generalized version of Robbins--Monro theorem) can 
be obtained from the results presented in the paper (see Theorem 10), one can consider this paper as the 
one providing new proofs for different versions of stochastic approximation. The proofs of the theorems 
of the paper are different han usual proofs of stochastic approximation procedure. In particular, they 
are not based on the Martingale convergence theorem. Roughly speaking the proofs exploit the analogy 
between the stochastic approximation procedures of Robbins-Monro versions and deterministic numer- 
ical iterative procedures seeking zeros of the system of nonlinear equations. 
As the results of the paper were thought to be applied to estimation of parameters ofdiscrete stochastic 
processes ( o called identification) special notation has been introduced. This notation is believed to be 
useful for the above purpose. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In engineering practice one is faced with the following problem of identification. By physical or 
other arguments one is given a so-called model of a process (to be identified). It is an equation 
which is to be satisfied by observations. One can assume that observations are made at discrete 
moments of time, thus, the model is in most practical cases a recursive quation. One knows that 
in general there is some kind of noise "inside" the process, that is, there are some randomly varing 
in time elements of the physical system which the model describes. One knows also that the 
observations are measured with random error. Hence the quantities which are measured (obser- 
vations) form a sequence of random variables (vectors). 
Further, one usually knows that the model would describe a behaviour of observations with 
sufficient accuracy, if a certain number of deterministic parameters characterizing the model were 
known. 
The main problem in identification of stochastic processes is to construct a sequence of 
estimators of those parameters based on observations. One would like these estimators to be at 
least consistent. It turns out that in some cases they can also converge almost surely. 
Among many different ways of constructing this sequence of estimators, the most attractive are 
those which can be presented in a recursive way, i.e. the next constructed estimator is equal to an 
old one plus some kind of correction depending on the last collected observations. These kind of 
procedures are useful, for they require only a small amount of information to be remembered (by 
a computer). 
Hence, in mathematical terms, the above problem of identification is as follows. On the common 
and fixed probability space (fi, B, P) one is given a sequence of random vectors (observations) {y~} 
(i =0,  1, . . . ) ;  y~R m. The set {y;} is divided by finite subsets in the following way: let {I4",.} 
(i = 1, 2 , . . . )  be a family of finite subsets of the set of indices {0, 1 . . . .  }, such that 
w,= {o, 1 . . . .  }. 
i= l  
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i$  Let Ws = {i~ . . . .  , ,,}. Denote Ys = {y~ . . . .  ,Ye, }, s = 1, 2 . . . . .  Assume that each joint distri- 
bution of vectors from the set Ys depends on constant number of parameters {p~ . . . . .  pp}. 
Introduce space R p (space of parameters) and assume that there is a fixed point p with coordinates 
forming a fixed permutation of the set {Pt . . . .  , pp}. This point is to be determined with the help 
of observations. 
Assume now that one is given a sequence of Borel mappings: 
Fs: R"  x . . .  x R m x RP~R p, 
ks times 
k _ _  1 
whose values will depend on observatins of r.v.'s from the set Ys and will be denoted by 
{Fs(Y~,p)}, p~R p. 
Mappings F~ correspond to model of the process. It is assumed that their values can be 
determined with the help of the model. 
According to the assumption, that a model describes process {y;} with sufficient accuracy, if 
parameters of the process were known accurately, we will assume that mappings {F~} are integrable 
with respect o the joint distribution of Y~ (which depends on p) and have the following property: 
EF~(Y~,/~)I~=p s-oo ' 0. 
Each such sequence of mappings will be called a sequence of estimating functions (EF) or functions 
estimating parameters p.
It turns out that one can construct very many EF's for a given process and its model. 
In this paper we examine conditions of convergence of the procedures of the form: 
Ps+, =tOs- l l sFs+, (Ys+l ,Ps ) ,  s =0,  1 . . . .  , (1) 
where/~0 is a given point from R p and {#s} is a specially chosen sequence of positive reals. 
In order to make the above considerations more clear we will give some examples. 
(1) Let the one-dimensional process {Yi} have the following model: 
y i+ l=ay i+q l ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  
where {q~} is a sequence of zero mean random variables. One has to determine the value of the 
parameter a on the basis of observations {Yi}. It is not difficult to notice that the sequence 
F , . (y i ,Y i _~; i t )=y i -Cty i _ l ,  i=  1,2 . . . . .  
is a sequence of EF's for we have, by an assumption concerning {qi}, 
EFi(Y i ,  Y i -  2; a)  = O. 
It should be stressed that in the case when the r.v.'s {r/i} are mutually independent, a sequence of 
least-squares timators of a is well-known and consistent, however biased. Moreover this sequence 
can be presented in the following way: 
. Yi (Yi+~ -- 6~yi). (2) ai + I = 6 i ' t - - - - i - -~ 
E 
j=O 
It is obvious that the above procedure can be presented in the form (1), where 
1 
~i - -  • t+ l  
and 
,lEt ,] ffi+ l (Y i+ l  . . . .  , Y0; a) = Yi(Y,+I --  ay, y}/( i  + 1 . J 
Note that if {r/i} are mutually independent then functions {ff~} are EF's. 
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It turns out that (see Refs [l, 21) it is quite difficult to obtain and analyze sequences of estimators 
of a in the case where {vi} is not a sequence of independent r.v.‘s. 
(2) The previous example concerned the linear process. The general statement of the problem 
allows, of course, models to be nonlinear also in parameters. In Section 3 of the paper we will prove 
theorems which will allow us to identify the parameter p in the model of the process 
yn +q -- yn+‘- 1 +pyn n 
( v?,>,O a.s. yo>,O as. n > 
with the following procedure: 
Bs+l =A--& ( Y*+l _2Y.--c 1 +A,Ys > ’ (3) 
provided it is known that 
(3) The theorems in Section 3 will justify the use of the following procedure: 
(Ys+ I -&(YJ) 
in order to identify the parameter p characterizing the following model of the process: 
Ys+l =f,(Ys) + tls+l, &xx) = ;;p +p)9 x ‘p9 I * 7 XGP 
where the sequence of random variables {q,} is generated by the system 
r-l m-l 
rl n+l = zOaiqn-i+ jTO bjen-j 
with {e,} being a sequence of the zero mean independent r.v.‘s. 
(4) We will indicate now the links of the above statement of the problem with stochastic 
approximation. 
One version of stochastic approximation is a collection of theorems concerning the following 
problem: suppose that there is given a Bore1 mapping R: RP+RP, such that 
p:RpN~) = 0. 
One has to determine p. Values of mapping R are not however observed. One can observe instead 
values of the following random vectors: 
Z,(B) = R(B) + Gi(fi, o), i = 1,2,. . . , 
where {Gi(@, CD)> is a sequence of random vectors such that there exists an increasing sequence of 
a-fields F, c IF, c . . . such that 
V Gi is Fi measurable 
jeRP 
and 
V E(G,+ ,(@, o) ( iFi) = 0 a.s. 
&5ERP 
It can be shown that under some assumptions concerning mapping R and sequence (pi} a sequence 
of r.v.‘s: 
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converges to p with probability 1 and in mean-squares. Note that in the above formulation 
E(Z,(p)10:~_t) = R(#) a.s. 
Thus, in fact one is looking for a common zero of the sequence of conditional expectations of a 
given family of r.v.'s. In this particular case all expectations are equal. Note also that, on the other 
hand, we have 
Fs(r,(co),p) Lr-- H,(co, p) = E(H,(co, P)FV,_ 2) + HAco, P) - E(Hs(co, P)IY~-~) 
co) + 8,(co, :), 
where we denoted by Y~ a a-field generated by set of observations { Y~, Y~_ i . . . .  , YI}. Note also 
that 
V E((7,(co,/~) I Y,_ ,) = 0 a.s. 
P 
Hence, procedure (1) is very similar to a procedure considered in stochastic approximation. The 
main difference is that in the above formulation of the problem, there does not exist a common 
zero of the family of conditional expectations of estimating functions, i.e. it is not true in general 
that 
3 V/~,(co, p) = 0 a.s. 
p s 
Zeros of mappings R, depend in general on s and co, and thus are random vectors. 
As stated earlier, procedure (1) will seek for the single point p, such that 
P 
EF~(Y, ,p)  ~-~ , 0 
or, equivalently, 
ERs(co, p) ,~, , 0. 
On  the other band, one can write 
F,(Y,(co),/~) = H,(co,/5) = EH,(co,/5) + H~(co,/5) - EH,(co,/5) _a/~,(/~) + d~ (co,/~)" 
The above formulation procedure (1) will seek the single point such that 
However, in this case disturbances t~s(co, p) are in general dependent. Thus one can consider 
procedure (I) as a generalized stochastic approximation procedure with dependent disturbances. 
2. AUXIL IARY RESULTS AND BASIC NOTIONS 
In Ref. [3], this issue, pp. 973-987, some notions and results useful in analyzing procedure (1) 
have been introduced and proved. Let us recall some of them. 
Definition I 
Let {dn)n ~ ~ be a sequence of nonnegative random variables. Suppose there exists a random index 
N and two sequences of nonnegative random variables {2,}n~ m,{En)~ 2, such that 
n 
(i) sup [-[ 2; < oo a.s., 
n~k i=  
--k 
n 
(ii) ~i=0k2t ~-.oo' 0 a.s. 
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and 
(iii) n >_.N d.+~ <~,~.max(d.,e.) a.s., 
then {d.} will be called an M-process with speed coefficients {2.} and majorant {e.}. 
Definition 2 
An M-process {d.} with speed coefficients {2.} and majorant {e.} will he called regular if 
lim inf2. > 0 a.s. 
n~oo 
M-processes have the following two properties: 
Theorem I
Let {d~} be an M-process with speed coefficients {A.} and majorant {e.} then 
lim sup sup 2i ~ lim sup e. sup ~.i a.s. (5) 
n*oo \m)n  n-~oo \m>~n i=n 
proof in Ref. [4]. 
Corollary. If the majorant of a regular M-process converges to zero w.p.l then the M-process 
also converges to zero a.s. 
Theorem 2 
Let {d.} be a regular M-process with speed coefficients {2.} and majorant {e.}. If 
(1) e. .~  * 0 in probability 
and 
(2) f i  2 i ,0 a.s., 
i=n--qn 
where {q.} is such a sequence of integers that 
ff>oq . sup e (e i>6)  
i>~n-qn 
then {d.} converges to zero in probability on the set 
i.e. 
The proof is given in Ref. [3]. 
,0 
A = {to: lim supe. < ~}, 
v P(An{o:d,>~}) ,0.  
7> 0 n - - ,~  
Theorem 3 
Let {d.}, {gn}, {h.}, {~.}, {6.} be sequence of nonnegative r.v.'s except for sequence {t~.}. Let 
{#.} be a sequence of positive reals such that 
(1) ~ ~. = oo. 
n=O 
I f ,  moreover  
(2) #.~. ,~  ,0 a.s.; 
(3) di, = d~', + ~' a.s. lim inftS', > 0 a.s., 
n.-* oo 
< O0 a.s., 
limsup[#;6~'l < 1 a.s.; 
i~oo  
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and 
(4 )  2 ~ + ~ . dn+l ~< (1 - 26nlt n + #nVn) dn + ;tngndn + lznhn, (6) 
then sequence {d~} is the regular M-process with speed coefficients 
Mn [1 - #n~ exp(2#~n) + #~'n exp(2#n~n)] 
and majorant {E~/M~}, where 
Mn --- lim sup exp -2  #i~ ~' (7) 
and en is a positive root of the equation 
2 I ct P! ¢,Jn exp(2pn6n) - ¢ngn exp (#~din) ~ -- hnMn+~ = 0. (8) 
The proof is given in Ref. [3]. 
It will be shown later that the slightly modified process (1) satisfies relationship (6), and hence 
is a regular M-process. 
One can also prove the following property of the processes, atisfying the assumptions made in 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4 
Assume conditions (1)-(4) of Theorem 3. If, additionally, 
(5) ~/~7 i<~ a.s. 
i=0  
and 
(6) ~, ,#ig i<~ a.s. and ~#ih i<~ a.s. 
i=0  i=0 
f 
then sequence {d~ + KGn + Hn} is the regular M-process with speed coefficients 
{1 - #n~; exp(2#y) +#2to exp(2#.,~)} 
and majorant 
l 
where K is a positive r.v. and 
i=n  i f f in  
M~ is given by expression (7). The proof is given in Ref. [3]. 
It will turn out that quite an important role in the proof of convergence of process (1) will be 
played by properties of the following notions: 
Definition 3 
Any sequence {/~n}n~>0 of positive reals such that 
#o-1,  #n~(O,l), n~>l, 
is called normal. 
Definition 4 
Let {/a.}n;~0 be a normal sequence. The only sequence of nonnegative r als {a,} such that 
ao = 1, ltn = an ai, n >>, 1, 
is called the sequence associated with the normal sequence #n. We will write {a,} = {~}. 
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Lemma 1 proved in Ref. [3] guarantees that the sequence associated with the sequence {#,} exists 
and is unique. 
Definition 5 
Let {X~} (n = 1, 2 . . . .  ) be any sequence of random vectors. Let {#,} be a normal sequence. 
Let {a,} = {~}. A sequence In~l /n } 
aiXi+ ~1 I at , (n=l ,2 ,  ..); 
ki=0 /;=0 
is called a sequence of averages of {X,} with respect to {#,} and is denoted by {,~',. }. Put 
~.o = 1. 
It is not difficult to notice that the sequence of average of {X.} with respect to/z. satisfies the 
equation 
Xu.+ =(1-#,,)Xu +p,,X,,+,, n>~O. 
Moreover, there exists an equivalence between convergence of the series 
i=0  
and convergence to zero of the sequence ~.. and convergence of the series 
i=0  
More precisely we have the following property. 
Theorem 5
Let {X~} be a sequence of random vectors and {#.} a normal sequence of reals. The following 
two statements are equivalent: 
(1) ~/ziX~+ ~ converges with probability 1; 
i ff iO 
and 
(2) X.~ , - .  ,0 a.s. and ~ #iX~, converges a.s. 
i= l  
Moreover, 
if series 
"m L lim sup ~ #iXi+ 1 < ~:) a.s. 
m>n i 
i= |  
converges and sequence {~,} is bounded w.p.1. The proof is given in Ref. [3]. 
The following two notions allow short formulation of the theorems concerning convergence of 
procedure (1): 
Definition 6 
Let H,: R p x f~---~R p,n >t 1, be sequence of Borel mappings. It is said that sequence H,(p, o~) is 
pseudoLipschitian (pL) (with characteristics {7,}, {t~}) at point p iff 
V vln~(p,~o)-n.(p,o~)l<<.y.l:-pl+t~, 
peR p n 
where elements of the sequences {~.} and {t.} are random variables depending (may be) on p and 
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p and such that 
lim sup(sup y , )< 
lim sup(sup t,~ < m 
a.s. 1~" 
a.s,  
(9) 
Definition 7 
Let H~: R p x f~--*R p, n i> 1, be sequence of Borel random mappings. Let {#,} 
sequences of reals. If there exists 
- -a  point p e R p such that 
/?,~(p, co) ,~  , 0 a.s. (in probability), 
be a normal 
- -a  sequence of random vectors {ft.} such that 
/~ . . . .  ,0 a.s. (in probability) 
l imsuplfl, I < ~ a.s. 
.~oD 
- -a  sequence of random variables a,(p) such that 
l im(sup a . (p ) )=O a.s. 
and one of the following conditions is satisfied. 
t 9 (10) 
Denote AH~(p) = H~(p, 09) - H.(p, to) - ft., 
(a) 1 V VE < lp -p l<-=~in f  (p-p) 'AH,(p)>~x.(c)+~. 
1>~>0 n (. ~R p 
VVx.(E)>O a.s. l im in fx , (Q>0 a.s., 
a s. 
(b) V V VIp--pI>E=~(D--p) AH,,(p)~.~,,(E)Ip--pl--I-o~, 
e>0 p~R n n 
VYr/.(E)>O a.s., V l iminf~/ , (Q>O a.s., 
a.s.  
(c) V ¥ VIP -p I>E=. (P -p)  AH, (p)~.6 , (Q IP -p .  +a. 
e>O p~R"  " 
where 
a.s,, 
and 
6.(e) = 6;(e) + 6"(c) a.s. 
and 
y Jim infS:,(E) > 0 a.s., 
( ,I) lim sup sup #fi;'+ l(e < m>n \ c [ i=n  m, n~oo a.s., V limsupl#,6;'+~(OI < 1, 
(d) ¥ V(p -p) ' f iH , (p )>~6, lp -p [2+a,  a.s., 
p~Rp , 
where each 6, is a random variable which does not depend on p and can be decomposed in the 
~'Note that it would suffice to consider two r.v.'s y and t instead of sequences {y,} and {t,}. One would "loose" however 
the case when {y,} and {t,} converge to zero a.s. 
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following way: 
where 
6. = 6', + ~,  
lim inf 5 ;, > 0 
limsup #i67+1 < oo a.s. 
m2;%~ ',t, 
then it is said that in case: 
(a) 
a.s. 
tt lim suPl/~,6.+~l < 1, 
.~oo  
sequence {H.(#, co)} is at point p almost surely (stochasticly) weakly quasi- 
positively defined (weakly QPD) with respect to the sequence {#.} with 
characteristic (x~, fin, ~n); 
(b) sequence {H.(p, o9)} is at point p almost surely (stochasticly) E-quasi positively 
defined (E-QPD) with respect to the sequence {#.} with characteristics (~/n, ft., a.); 
(c) sequence {H.(p, o9)} is at point p g-strongly quasi positively defined (e-strongly 
QPD) (almost surely or stochastically respectively) with respect o the sequence 
{#.} with characteristics (6,, fin, ~,); 
(d) sequence {H.(p, co)} is at poinst p almost surely (stochastically) strongly quasi 
positively defined (strongly QPD) with respect to the sequence {/4,} with 
characteristics (6., fin, ~.). 
Remark 1 
It is not difficult to notice that the following implications are true: 
condition (b) =} condition (a), condition (d) =~ condition (c) 
and 
condition (c) or (d ) ]  
V 6" >/0 ~ =*condition (a) or condition (b). 
n 
Conditions (a) and (b), i.e. the notions of weak QPD and E-QPD have been introduced in order 
to indicate the links between the problem of convergence of procedure (1) and "classical stochastic 
approximation". 
For, if the sequence F,(Ys,P) is such that 
F,(Ys(o9),p) = R(p) + Gs(P, co), 
where sequence {Gs} consists of independent random variables and 
3 R(p)  = 0 
P 
then requirements that sequence {R (p)} is weakly QPD at p with respect to {#,} with characteristics 
(K,, 0, 0) is equivalent to the requirement that 
v l  t> IP--Pl  i>¢ =} inf (p -p ) 'R (p)  >0. 
E OERP 
The above condition is well known and is assumed in all "classical stochastic approximation" 
procedures. 
The difference between the notions of weak QPD and ¢-QPD is rather small and will 
not be exploited very much. Simply the fact that sequence {F~(Y~,p)} or the sequence 
{E(F,+l(Ys+l,P)J Y , , . . . ,  YI)} is E-QPD at p will cause that some conditions assuring that the 
sequence {#,} given by procedure (1), is bounded with probability 1, will be less restrictive. 
On the other hand, notions of strong QPD or E-strong QPD are, as it seems, very important 
in the analysis of procedures of type (1) which cannot be considered as a stochastic approximation 
in its classical form (compare xamples). 
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For example it turns out (see Ref. [5]) that for procedure considered in Example 3, we have 
F,(Y,, :) = ys -f:(Ys_ ,)- 
Further, one can make the estimation of the following form: 
V (p -p)'(F,(Y,,:) - F,(rs,p) ) >i ZA, lP -P  12, 
$ 
where XA, is a characteristic (indicator) function of some event such that 
lim inf P(A,) > 0. 
s~o0 
t . v/ Hence, putting 6, = ZA,; 6, = P(A,), 6, = ZA, -P(A,) one can see that in Example 3 the sequence 
of estimating functions is strongly QPD at p with respect to the sequence {/~,} iff 
~aiFi.n(Yi+,,p)/ ~a ,= ~., a:h+, a, ,.oo ,0  a.s. 
i =0 / i =0  i=0 i 
and 
m ,)) 
limsup ~=,,= [ . l i (~A i+ I - -  P(A,+ < oo a.s., {~} = {ai}. 
m, n 
Note that the last condition can be relatively easily expressed in terms of moments of the 
appropriate random variable by virtue of Theorem 5. 
3. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
Assume that sequence {#,} considered in procedure (1) is normal. Note that there is no loss 
of generality since one can always redefine functions Fs. Theorems guaranteeing convergence of
procedure (1) can be formulated in two versions. 
In the first version all conditions concern functions {F,(Ys,p)} themselves. Theorems in that 
version though less general, are easier to formulate and, what is more important, are, it seems, more 
useful in the analysis of the behaviour of identification procedures. 
On the other hand, one can formulate appropriate theorems in another version in which very 
important conditions are imposed on the functions 
G,+~(Y,,p) = E(F,+I(Y,+I,P)IY,)t (l l) 
where 
Y ,= a(Y,, Y,-I ..... rl). 
There exist of course some assumptions concerning random vectors 
F,+, (Y,+ l,/~)- G,+ l (r,, :), 
but they seem to be less restrictive. 
In this version convergence theorems are more similar to classical stochastic approximation 
theorems and are mainly used to indicate links between statement of the problem considered in 
this paper and classical stochastic approximation. 
We start with the first versions of the theorems. The following estimation will be used in the 
proofs of the theorems given below. 
Add  to both sides of procedure (1) the equality 
-p  +f,+, = (I --#,)fs+lz, F,+,(Y,+,,p) -p.  
Note that f, = F,,(Y~,,,p) according to Definition 5. 
Assume now that the sequence of mappings {F,(Y,,/~)} is QPD at point p. We do not state 
precisely at the moment  of What type this QPD is. What  we need is the existence of the sequence 
?G, is in fact a function of Y,, Y,_ a . . . . .  Ys, however for simplicity will be denoted as above. 
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of vectors {~s} satisfying conditions (10). By bs denote sequence of averages of {//s} with respect 
to the sequence {/A}. One knows that sequence b, satisfies the equation 
b~+l=(1-#s)b~+#s[3s+l, s =O, 1 , . . . .  
Add also this equality to both sides of procedure (1). We then get 
Ps+l-P +f~+l+b~+l 
=Ps--P + f~+b,-#s(Fs+,(Ys+,,Ps)-F,+t(Ys+~,p)-~,+O-#s(bs+f~). (12a) 
Denote 
and cs=bs+f~, d ,= lPs -p  +cs[ "t (12b) 
AF,+I (Ys+ i, P,) = F,+I (Y,+l ,Ps) -- Fs+l (Y,+l ,P) --/~,+ l.. 
We get the following using the Buniakovski-Schwarz inequality: 
2 d~+, ~< d~ + #s IFs+, (Ys+,,/~) 12 + ~1 csl 2 + 2#sl c~l d~ + 2#21 csll AFe+, (Y,+,,/~s)l 
-2#s(/~s-P +c,)'AF,+,(Ys+,,Ps). (13) 
Assume now that functions {Fs(Ys,10)} are pL at point p. Hence there exist sequences {?e} and 
{t,} such that conditions (9) are satisfied. 
The following estimation can then be made: 
IAFs+,(gs+,,/~,)l ~< ~+, IP , -P  I+ ts+~ + I/~s+, I ~< ~s+]dsq-gs, (14) 
where we have denoted zs = ys+~lcsl + q+, +1/~,+,1- Combining expressions (13) and (14) one 
obtains 
d~+ l ~< (1 2 2 2 . . . .  + #,~s+ l)ds + #,d~g, + #she - 2#s(p, -p )  AFs+ ,(Ys+ ~ ,Ps), (15) 
where we have denoted 
g; = 2#sy,+,(zs + Icsl) + 21c,1(1 + T,+,), 
(16) 
h" =/as(zs + IcA) ~ + 21 cslz, 
Further notice that, if the sequence {Fs(Ys,P)} is pL at point p, we would have 
(P - p)' (AFs(Ys,P)) <~ Yelp - P 12 + IP - p l(ts + I/~sl). 
Hence if the sequence {Fs(Y,,/~)} is additionally strongly QPD we have either 
v I : -p l>~,  6s(E)~<e,(P) or 6s(p)<<.e,(p) a.s., 
~>0 
depending on what kind of strong QPD is considered. 
Notice also that, using the inequality 
(Ps P +cs) (AF,+,(Ys+t,P,)) ~<dsYs+,l/~e-Pl +d, ts+, <<. 2 - ' d~e+~+d~(ts+~+Icsl~s+~), 
we have (in any case of assumed QPD of the sequence {Fs}): 
#sYe+ Ode + #,d,(gs + ts+~ + Ys+, Icsl) +#she. (17) 
On the other hand, if it is assumed that sequence {F,} is only weakly QPD at p the following 
inequality holds: 
d~+ ~< (1 + 2 2 2 , , #ey~+Ods + #sgsds + #s(hs + l~s+tl). (18) 
Remark 2 
It is easy to notice that 
C.A.M.W.A. 13112--D 
g~ s-.~o ' 0 a.s. (in probability) 
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and 
hl ,~oo ' 0 a.s. (in probability) 
if only 
and 
limsupys+l < oo a.s. l imsupz ,< oo a.s. 
s~oO $~oO 
c~ ,-~ ,0 a.s. (in probability) and #, ,-~ ,0. 
As an immediate consequence of the above considerations we have the following. 
Theorem 6 
Suppose that normal sequence {Ps} is such that 
(1) /4 ,.o0 ' 0, ~ #, = oo. 
s=0 
Suppose also that there exists a point p ~R p such that: 
(2) sequence {Fs(Ys, P)} is pseudoLipschitzian at p; 
(3) sequence {Fs(Y,,P)} is almost surely strongly QPD at p with respect to the 
sequence {#s} with characteristics (6, fls, ~s); 
then procedure (1) converges to p with probability 1 and, moreover, sequence { I/~, - P + cs [ } [where 
cs is given by equations (12b)] is a regular M-process with majorant converging to zero almost 
surely. 
Proof. Due to assumption (3) and estimation (15) we have 
d2+l -~< (1 - -  21..ts(Js+ , + I.t272s+ ,)d~ + #sd~g, + la, h,, (19) 
where 
h~=h] +t3s+lllcsl~ +l~+,l; &=g'~+lr~+~llesl. 
Notice that all the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied,t hence sequence {ds} is a regular 
M-process. It is not difficult to notice that its majorant, given by equation (8), converges to zero 
only if sequences {hs} and {&} almost surely converge to zero. For this, however, it suffices (by 
virtue of Remark 2 and Theorem 2) that sequence {F,} satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Similarly one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 7 
Suppose assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 6 are satisfied. Assume moreover that the 
sequence {F,(Ys,P)} is almost surely E-strongly QPD at p with respect o the sequence {/as} with 
the characteristics (3,/~,, ~s). Then sequence {p,} given by procedure (1) converges to p with 
probability 1. 
Proof. Due to estimation (15) and the last assumption one obtains for IPs -P [  ~>E, 
ds2+l ~< (1 - 2/43,+ l(E) + lasy,+= s 1)ds2 + lasds&(E ) + #shs(E), (20) 
where 
h,(E) = hl + 2[6,+,(E)11c,[ 2 + 1=,+ l[ (20a) 
t in  fact assumptions of the Theorem 3 are satisfied with h s and g, and Y,+t substituted by 
sup h,, sup &, sup y, + i 
P D 
respectively, but due to Definition 6 this is not important. 
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and 
s 
g,(~) = g, + 416,+,(011 c,I; 
g, and h, are given by expression (15). 
Notice that due to our assumptions we have 
¥ h~(e) ,0 a.s. 
¢ > 0 $~00 
By the definition of e-strong QPD we have 
and 
and g,(e) ,~oo '0  
6,(0 = 6,(E) + 6"(0 
Let us denote 
V l iminf6 , (e)>O 
~>0 $~O0 
and 
(20b) 
a .s .  
a.s. limsup sup #~$;'+l(e) <oo a.s. 
m>n \ c i 
m, n 
M, + l(e) = lim sup ex - #i6' e s+l  
m--* oo 
(21) 
r- 1t M---sup supexp 2 ~ #ic$~'+l(e) • re>n(  ~: L i= ,  (22) 
Due to previous considerations we know that P(0 < M < oo) = 1. Denote further by e~(e) a positive 
root of equation (8) with 6; and 6" substituted by t$;(e) and 6,'(e) respectively, and with Ms 
substituted by M~(E). It is not difficult to notice that 
V e~(e) ,0 a.s. 
¢ < 0 S--bOO 
It follows from Theorem 3 that for IP, -P l  > e the following inequality holds: 
where 
d,+, ~< 2,(e) max(d,  e,(¢)) 
L(O = ~/M, (O IM,+ , (c ) ,~,(E ) 
t n 2 2 n ~',(e) = x/1 - #fls+l (6) exp[2#fl,+ 1 (e)] + #s~+ l exp [2/~fi,+ 1 (Q]. 
It follows also from Theorem 3 that 
V f l2t (e)  .-.~o'0 a.s. and supf l2 i (e )<oo a.s. 
¢>0 i~O n>k i=k  
However, as 
we have 
V 3 V 2~(e) ~< 1 a.s. and V Ms(e)/M,+k(e) <~ M a.s. 
e>O S s~S e,k 
M 
v ] v sup ,0k'l'(') M 
~>0 s~S n>k~S 
For every ~ > 0, consider the random variable 
a .s .  
. .~_.  2 .2  t K,(r/)--x/(1 +2#d,+,  /x,r ,+l)t/z+#dl(g, + t,+l +~,+.lc, I)+~,h,. 
We obviously have 
K,(~/)>_.~/ a.s. and g(~/) ~--;~-~/ a.s. because #s ~_. ,0. 
(23) 
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Moreover,  if ds ~< ~/ then 
ds+ l ~< Ks(~/) a.s. [see inequality (17)]. 
Notice that r.v. M defined by expression (22) can be assumed to be integer valued. Denote 
Bm = {co: M = m }. We will show that sequence {d~} converges to zero almost surely on each set 
B,, such that P(Bm) > 0. Take any e > 0 and any m such that P(Bm) > 0. By So, s~, s2 denote such 
random indices and by ~/, a positive real such that 
e/ (4m)  < r/ < 3E/(4m); V , [cs] ~< E/(4m); 
s >>- s 0 
V , K,(~/) ~< 3E/(4m); V , r,e,(r 1 - e/(4m)) ~< 3E/4, 
s>~s I s~s  2 
where we have denoted 
rs = sup f i  2 i ( r / -  E/(4m)). 
n>$ i=$ 
Assumptions of  the theorem guarantee that So, Sl, s: are finite almost surely on B m. Moreover, on 
Bm we have r~ ~< m. By s' denote first after max(s0, s~, s2) a random index such that 
rsds ~ 3E/4. (24) 
We will show now that s' is finite almost surely on B~. Suppose it is not. Thus, there exists an 
event A c B,, such that P(A) > 0 and for almost all co e.4 and all s > max (So, sj, s2) we have 
r~ds > 3e/4. (25) 
This is however impossible since we have r, ~< m and 
s > max (So, sl, s2) =~ IPs - p I > 3E/(4m) - E / (4m)  = E / (2m)  > O. 
Hence 
d,+l < 2,[c/(2m)] max(d,,  e,(E/ (2m))) ,  s = max(s0, sj, s2) . . . . .  
So {d,} is a regular M-process with majorant converging to zero almost surely on BIn. {d,} has just 
to converge to zero a.s. Thus, we have a contradiction to expression (25). 
If  IPs, -P l  > r / -  e/(4m), we have 
r~. + i d~,+ j ~< r~,+ i ).,' max (d~, e~.(rl - e / (4m)) )  <<. r~, max (d~,, e~,(~l - E / (4m)) )  <<. 3E /4, 
by the definition of  r, and s'. I f  tP , -P l  < ~/ -E / (4m)  we have ds, < r /and further 
r~,+ ~ ds,+ 1 ~< r~.+~K~.+ ~(tl) <~ 3e/4. 
We have shown the following implication: 
rs.d,, <<. 3E/4=~r,, +ld~. + l <<. 3E/4. 
Using the above implication k times we have 
V rs.+kds,+k ~ 3E/4 
k~>l 
or, equivalent, 
k~l  
Since E and m were chosen arbitrarily and as 
lira inf rs > 0 a.s., 
the last inequality proves that Ps almost surely converges to p. 
Q.E.D. 
As an almost immediate consequence of  Theorems 7 and 4 one can prove the following. 
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Theorem 8 
If the sequence {#s} is normal and is chosen in such a way that 
~/~,--oo and ~#~<~.  
i~0  i~0 
If there exists a point p such that the sequence {F~(Y.#)} is at p: 
(1) pL with characteristics (%, Q, 
(2) almost surely weakly QPD with respect o {#~} with characteristics (X~, fl~, ~q). 
If moreover, the series 
o) += .,i=,+,t 
i=0  i=0 i=0 
converges almost surely, then {/~s}, given by procedure (1), converges to p almost 
surely. 
Proof. As the introductory remarks have shown, inequality 08) is valid in this case. As 
limsupz~<oo a.s. and l imsup?s<~ a.s. 
assumption (3) assures that series 
#ig~ and ~ #ih~ converge a.s. 
i=0  tr iO 
Moreover, as 
and consequently, 
#~<oo then ~ 2 2 #i?;+~ converges a.s. 
iffi0 i=O 
f i (1  2 +p~?;+~)<~ a.s. 
i=0  
Thus the sequence {6} is bounded with probability 1(see Theorem 4). Hence there exists a random 
variable K such that 
Vd~<K and P(K~{1, . . .})=I .  
$ 
Take any 0 < t < 1. Assumption (2) means in fact that 
ve <IP -p l  < 1/e =,.(p -p ) ' (AF , (Y , ,P ) )>/L (e )+~,  a.s., 
where 
$~00 
Let us define the following random variables: 
~p~)(e) = min(xs(E), X,(1/n)), 
Notice that 
liminfxs(e)>O a.s., zs (e)>O a.s. V. 
£, s 
n = 1,2, . . . .  (26) 
V lira inf ~0~")(e) > 0 a.s. 
Let 6,(Q be a random variable defined as follows: 
¢5,(e) = ¢p~")(e)/n 2 on the set {K = n} 
One can easily notice that 
V lim inf 6s(e) > 0 a.s. 
n = 1, . . . .  (27) 
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On the other hand, on the set {K = n } we have 
inf (/9-p)'(aF,(Y,,/9))>>.q~")+~,=l/9-pl2,~"~(E)/I/9-pl2+~, 
~<l#-p l<n 
>.~ a~(Ol/9 -pl~+~,. (28) 
Thus, we have the situation considered in Theorem 7 with 6"(0 = 0. Reasoning similarly one 
obtains assertion of the present heorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Using a similar argument one can show that in the case when sequence {F,(Y,, t9)} is only E-QPD 
at p then it is necessary to require sequences pecified in assumption (3) of the last theorem to 
converge a.s. (proof given in Ref. [5]). Similarly, on the basis of the Theorem 2, one can formulate 
conditions under which procedure (1) converges only in probability. 
We will prove now one of at least three theorems of another group in which conditions are put 
on the functions 
G,(Y,_, ,/9) = E(F,(Y./9)I Y,_ O. 
Theorem 9 
Let sequence {/~,} be chosen in such a way that 
~#,= oo and 
s=O 
If there exists a point p e RP such that 
s=O 
(1) sequence {Gs(Y,_ ~,/9)} is pL at p with characteristics (~s, t,) such that 
~Ksup 2:, ~< K a.s. sup Et 2, < oo; 
$ 
(2) sequence {G,(Y,_ ~,/9)} is almost surely weakly QPD at p with respect o {#~} with 
characteristics (X,, fl,, ~s); 
(3) the series 
s=0 s=0 s~0 
converge; 
(4) there exists a sequence of constants Ls such that 
ELF,+ l(Ys+ l, qs) - Gs+ ,(Y,, qs)[ 2 ~< L,(1 + E [ q,212)lim sup L, < oo 
,--* oo 
for every sequence {q,} of random vector from RP such that EIq,[ 2 < oo and q, 
is Y:measurable; 
then sequence {p,} given by procedure (1) converges to p with probability 1 if only El/9012 < oo. 
Proof. Convergence of the sequence {/9,} will be shown in three steps. First assume that sequence 
{/9,} given by procedure (1) is bounded with probability 1 and in L 2, i.e. there exists a random 
variable Q such that 
Vl#,-pl<<,Q EQ2<oo. 
Notice that under this assumption the sequence 
B,+, = ~ #,[F,+,(Y,.+I,P,) - G,+I(Y,,/9,)], 
l=0  
where {/9i} are given by procedure (1), is a Martingale with respect o {Yi}. Notice also that 
sup ElS,[ ~ = ~, #~EIF,+ ,(Y,+ ,,/9,) -- G.+ ,(Y./9,)I2 ~ ~ u~L.+,(1 + EQ2). 
S $~0 $~0 
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Hence Bs is bounded in L 2 and thus converges to a limit w.p.l. So, the sequence 
OD 
C, = ~ #,[F,+ ~(Y,+, ,p,) - G,+ ~ (Y, ,p, ) ]  
s 
converges almost surely to zero. 
Denote 
s--I / s - - I  
c ,=¢, , (Y , _ , ,p )+f l , ,  = ~. a,[G,+l(Y,,p)+fli+l] ~ a,, 
i~0  i=0 
where {a~} = (~i}. Assumption (2) guarantees that 
,0  a.s. C$ $~ co 
Moreover, we obviously have 
c,+, = (1 -- #,)c, +/zs[G, + l (Y,, p) + fl,+ ,] (29) 
and 
C,+, = Cs-  #,[F,+I(Ys+, ,/~) - Gs+,(Y~,p,)]. (30) 
Adding expression (29) to expression (I) and subtracting expression (30) from expression (I) 
we get 
Ps+i--P '[ Cs + l - Cs + l = Ps - P -Jf- c, - C, - #,[AG~ + , ( Y,, p,)] - I~:,, (31) 
where 
AGs+, (Y , ,#)  = Gs+l(Ys,#s ) -- G,+,(Y,,p) -,0,+,. (32) 
Let us denote ds = l#, -P  + cs - Cs[. We then get 
y . 2+ 2 csl2+21z~lcsllAG,+~(y,,#,)l d~+~<~d~+~21AG,+~( ,P , ) l  ~,l 
+ 2~1 csl ds + 2~sl C~ - c~l IAG~+, (Y, P31 - 2~(p, -p) ' [AG,+ ~ (Y,, #,)]. 
We argue first, as in the introductory remarks, obtaining 
d2+l~<(1 + 2 2 2 #,Ts+ ~)d, + #~g~d~ +/~,hs - 2#,(#~ -p)'[AG,+, (Y, P,)l, 
where gs and h, converge a.s. to zero if only {c,} and {C,} converge a.s. to zero. Then we argue 
as in the proof of Theorem 8 and show the convergence of {/~,} to p with probabifity I. 
Thus it remains to show that under our assumptions sequence {#s} is bounded in L 2 and almost 
surely. 
We will first show that {p,} is bounded in L 2. To show this rewrite formula (I) in the following 
form: 
p,+, -p  + c,+, =p,  -p  + cs - Iz,[G,+, (Y,,/~,) - G,+,(Y,,p) -/~,+,] 
- u,[F,+,(Y,+,,Ps) -G,+, (Y , ,p , ) I -  u,c,. 
Let us denote D~ = El/~ -p  + ¢s] 2. We have 
2 2 D,+, <<. D,  + la~E IAG,+, (Y,, p,)12 + #~E IF~+, (Y,+~ ,/L) - Gs+, (Ys, p,)l 2 
+ #~flc, l 2 + 2,,~/Elc~12x/E IAG,+,(Ys,P,)I 2 + 21a~x/Elc~12D, 
+ 2:~x/EIc~I2~/EIAG,+ t (Y,,/L) 12 -- 2~E(#~ -p ) ' [AG,+ ,(Y,,#,)]. 
Notice that we do not have any more elements (summands), since 
E(F~+~(¥,+~,:~)--Gs+~(Y,, : , ) IY,)=O a.s. and c'~G,+~(Y,,p,) 
are Y:measurable. 
By the definition of weak QPD we have 
-E ( : ,  -p)'[AG,+,(Y,,#~)] <~ EI~,+~I. 
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Further, due to assumption (1), we have 
EIG~+, (r , ,  j~) - G~+ ~ (Ys,p)l 2 ~< 2K2EI:~ -p  12 + 2Et~. 
Thus together with expression (28) we get 
D2+ 2 2 2 ~ ~<(1 + g~K )D, + #~D,g~ + #J:,, 
where sequences ~, and ~'~ depend on K, Et~+l, L,+I, E Ic, I 2, E l~s+ll. It is not difficult to notice 
that since assumption (3) is satisfied, we have 
~.#ig ,<~ and ~#i /~<~,  
i=O i=0  
thus taking into account hat 
we deduce that 
Y. #,L 
i=0  
lim sup D, < oo 
s~o0 
and 
Keeping in mind that 
~ #,x/EIc,12< ~ and ~ ].LiElo~i+ll< OO'~ 
i=0  i~0 
one can easily notice that the series 
(:3 -p)'(AG,+, (Y,,/is)) >i ~fs+, + ~,+~ I> {~s+ i, 
one obtains 
E(d2+,ly,)<<.d2 + 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 /z~7,+, d, + 2#,7~+, d + #, [ c,[ + #s[z,[ 
+ 2#A cA d~ + 2#,1 ~,+ ~l + 2#,lcAT,+~d~ + 21~Ac, lz, dr 
Ely2+ 2 I d, <~ K2Ed2,, sup Ed~ < ~,  sup Ez 2, < oo, 
$ $ 
• Ri 
i~O 
converges in L ~ and consequently with probability 1. 
Hence the sequence 
is a nonnegative superMartingale thus, it converges to a finite limit almost surely. This, however, 
proves that the sequence {#~} is bounded by some random variable with probability 1. 
Q.E.D. 
(see Theorem 3). 
We will show now that the sequence {/~s} is bounded with probability 1. Let us consider 
inequality (31). Notice that E(CsIY~)= 0. Moreover, we have 
e(d2+l lys )=d~+#~iAG,+ y . 2 _ , A l( ,,Ps)[ +#~,IcA 2 2#: , (p , -p+c, )  
-- 2/6(P,--p + c,)'[AG,+,(r,,p,)] + 2#~c;[AG~+,(Y,,:,)]. 
Using the inequality 
df 
[AG,+,(Y,,:,)I ~< 7,+,ds + 7,+,IcA + lfl,+,[ + t,+, =?,+,d,+zs 
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Theorem 9 is important for it generalizes the theorem of Gladishev concerning convergence of
the stochastic approximation procedure. More precisely one can prove the theorem of Gladishev 
with the help of Theorem 9. 
Suppose functions F,(Ys(og),p) can be decomposed in the following two parts: 
F~(Y~(Og),/~) = RiP)+ H,(og, p), 
where R(:) is purely deterministic part and H,(og,/~) is a sequence of random vectors such that 
V E(H,+t(og, P)IY,)=O a.s., 
s, l~ ¢ R .~ 
where {Y,} is a family of or-fields to which sequence {F,} is adapted. 
Theorem 10 (see Ref. [6]) 
Suppose that a normal sequence {#~} is such that 
(1) ~#,=~ and ~#~<~.  
s=0 s=O 
Assume further that there exists a point p ~ R p such that R(p) = 0 and 
(2) V inf -p) 'R(~) >0 
1 >¢:>0 t< IP--PI< I/, (f i  
and 
(strong QPD) 
coefficients 
(3) 3 V VEIHs(Og,~)IU+IR(~)IU<~K(I+I~IU); 
O<KER f~RP s 
then the procedure 
/~, +, ~r/~ - #s(R (/~s) + H, +, (o9,/~,)) 
converges to p with probability 1 and in L 2 if only EIP012 < oo. 
Proof. Notice that condition (2) implies that for each E there exists a constant X(~) such that 
inf -p) 'R(p)  >t Z(E) > O. 
' < I~ -/'1 < 1/, (/$ 
Thus the sequence consisting of functions R(/~) is weakly QPD with characteristics (X, 0,0). 
Moreover, we have 
df 
R (p) = E(F,(Ys(og), P)l Y,) = G,(og, p). 
As R(p) = 0 we have R~,(p) = 0; fl~, = 0. Thus assumptions (2) and (3) of Theorem 9 are satisfied. 
Notice also that assumption (3) of Theorem I0 implies that R(p) is in fact pL at p, i.e. there exist 
two constants that 
IR (P ) I~<~IP -p I+t .  
Further notice that Hs(og, P )= F~(Y,(og),p)- G,(og,:) and that assumption (3) implies in fact 
assumption (4) of Theorem 9. Thus, all assumptions of Theorem 9 are satisfied. Notice that the 
convergence in L 2 of the sequence {/~} follows the fact that it is bounded with probability 1 by 
a square integrable random variable (see the proof of Theorem 9) and hence uniformly integrable. 
So it converges in L 2 to p for it converges with probability 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Notice that if we assumed that 
V (p-p)'R(p)>~,~Ip-pl 2 
peR,* 
then the sequence { I:~-P + C~l } would be a regular M-process with speed 
(2,} -- {x]l - #~ + 72#~} 
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and a majorant {E,} which satisfies that quadratic equation 
cSE~ - g,G - h, = 0, 
where 
o~ 
C s = ~ ~,H,+,(co, p,) 
i=s  
and g~ and h, depend on Cs and converge to zero if {C,} converges to zero with probability 1. 
The above fact is important for it allows us to make the proper choice of the sequence {/A}. 
Notice that the proper choice of that sequence has a great influence on the rapidness of the 
convergence of the sequence {/~} to p. 
The above remark shows also that the convergence of {/~,} to p has two aspects (see the definition 
of an M-process). One is deterministic, onnected with the sequence {2,}. More precisely, the 
sequence 
determines the speed of convergence of the sequence generated by the deterministic procedure 
P*+I = P~ - #sR(p*), (33) 
which is to solve the equation R(p)= 0 (see Ref. [7]). Notice also that the sequence 
{ i =I~I0 ~it
converges to zero more rapidly if {#s} converges to zero less rapidly (the best choice is in fact 
#~ = const). 
The second aspect of the convergence of the sequence {/~} is purely random and connected with 
the sequence {C~} (in fact {G}). Notice however, that {Cs} converges to zero more rapidly if the 
sequence {#~} converges to zero more rapidly. Thus the choice of the sequence #, has to be a matter 
of compromise. One can show (see Ref. [5]) that in the case when the variances of the sequence 
{H~} are more or less equal and not too small than it is rather easonable to choose #~ = 1/(s + l). 
However, when variances of {/-/,} are rather small it is more reasonable to choose {#s} rather slowly 
converging to zero at the beginning of the iteration process in order to make "deterministic" part 
of the convergence more rapid. Then after some iterations to make the sequence {#~} converging 
to zero more rapidly. The fact described above has been confirmed by numerical experiments ( ee, 
for example, Ref. [8]). 
4. MODIF ICATIONS 
Notice that Theorem 2 allows us to formulate and prove theorems concerning convergence 
of procedure (1) in the case when the sequences {F~,(Y,,p)} or {¢~,(Y~_~,p)} converge only 
stochastically to zero. However, conditions which are to be imposed on the sequence of EF's 
{Fs(Ys,/~)} are rather severe (see Ref. [5, 3]) and hence we will not cite these theorems. It seems 
that this type of convergence should be further investigated. 
We will now give very important modifications of the theorem considered above. These 
modifications are connected with a very reasonable practical assumption that it is known that the 
point p [a point to be found by procedure (1)] lies inside some known region V ,- R p. Hence 
procedure (1) should be modified in order to use this additional information. 
Denote by p v a projection of p on V. We will consider the following procedure: 
,f .r 
q,+l=p,--p,F,+,(Ys+l, : , )  if q~+,~V (34) 
Ps+l m Lqsv+l if q~+,¢ V" 
The theorems presented below will be based on the following lemma. 
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l_~mma 
Let V be a bounded and convex set in R p. Let K(p) be a ball with centre at p. Suppose p e K(p). 
I fp  e V then p VeK(p). 
Proof. To be found in Refs [5] or [9]. 
Assumptions that p e V will allow us to also consider sequences Gs+, ( Is, p) which are E-strongly 
QPD at p. By the way, notice that if V is bounded then there is no need to consider sequences 
of EF's which are weakly QPD because one can always find such small E > 0 that VeK(p, 1/6) 
[K(x, d) denotes a sphere with centre at x and radius d]. Hence each sequence of EF's which is 
assumed to be weakly QPD at p is in fact (see proof of Theorem 8) E-strongly QPD with the 
following decomposition of S,(E) = 6~(E) + 0. It will however, turn out that additional information 
(p e V) will allow us to consider sequences of EF's E-strongly QPD with nontrivial decomposition 
of the coefficient 6,(E). On the other hand, notice that in the case considered in Theorem 9 it was 
difficult to formulate and prove the theorem in which assumption of weak QPD was substituted 
by the assumption of c-strong QPD. This was because we did not have the estimation 
-E(p,-p)'(AG,+,(Y,,:,)) <~ E la,+, J 
and hence would have problems with the proof that 
sup E l /~-p  12 < oo. 
s 
This fact was, however, necessary in the proof that the sequence {C,}, defined by expression (30), 
existed and converged to zero. 
Of course we would not have this problem if the disturbances [F,(Y,, p,) - Q(Y,_ ,, p,)] were not 
dependent on p,. 
In the case considered in this section it is obviously assured that 
supElP,-plZ < ~. 
$ 
Thus the case of e-strong QPD of the sequence {G,} can be considered. 
Theorem 11 
Suppose that a normal sequence {#,} is such that 
(1) ~- -oo  and ~<oo.  
s~0 S=0 
Suppose that V c R p is bounded and convex. Suppose also that there exists a point p ~ int(V) such 
that the sequence {G,(Y,_,,p)} is at p and 
(2) almost surely E-strongly QPD with respect o the sequence {#~} with character- 
istics (~,, ~,  a~) 
and 
(3) pseudoLipschitzian with characteristics (y,, t,). 
Assume also that 
(4) limsup(supEIF'(Y"P)-Gs(Y~-~'P)I2) < ~ . ~ o  oo; 
then {p,} given by expression (34) converges to p with probability 1. 
Proof. Notice that assumption (4) assures that the series 
#s[Fs+ l(Ys+ .,~s) - Gs+ ,(Ys,~s)] 
s=O 
converges almost surely [{Ps} is given by expression (34)1. 
Thus, reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 9, we get 
q~+, -p  + c ,+,  - c ,+ ,  =A-p  + c, - C - # , [a6~+,  (L ,A ) ]  - #,c , ,  
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where {c,}, {C,} and [AGo+ ,(Y,,/~o)] are given by expression (29), (30) and (32), respectively. Using 
a similar estimation to that in the introductory remarks, we get 
i q ,+ l_p+co+l_C ,+ l l<( l _2 /43o+, (e )  + 2 2 2 = #,7,+ ,)do + #,gs(E)d, + #,h,(e) df R=,(E) '
where g,(e) and ho(e) are given by expressions (20a,b) with [c,) substituted (may be) by I c, I + I col. 
Notice that 
S s V .p -c ,+C,~V because pe in t (V)  
s >~ s
and sequences {cs} and {C,} converge to zero with probabil ity 1. 
Thus 
V qo+leK(p -co+t+C,+l ,Ro(e) ) .  
• s>~S 
From the lemma it follows that 
V p~+j = qV+l~K(p  - c~+l + C~+I,Ro(E)), 
s>~S 
i.e. that 
d,*+l ~ [1 2 2 = - 2/~s6,+ l (E) + #sTs+ ,]ds + ~,g,(E)d, + l**h,(e). 
Now we argue as in the proof  of  Theorem 8 and get the assertion of  the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
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